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1 IntroductionThe stability analysis of the series (cascade) interconnection of two stablenonlinear systems described by ordinary di�erential equations is a classicalsubject in system theory ([13], [14], [17]).
   NL    NL

stable stableContrary to the linear case, the zero input global asymptotic stability ofeach subsystem does not imply the zero input global asymptotic stability ofthe interconnection. The output of the �rst subsystem acts as a transientinput disturbance which can be su�cient to destabilize the second subsys-tem. In the ODE case, such destabilizing mechanisms are well understood.they can be subtle but are almost invariably associated to a �nite escapetime in the second subsystem (Some states blow up to in�nity in a �nitetime). The present paper explores similar instability mechanisms generatedby the series interconnection of nonlinear DDEs. In particular we considerthe situation where the destabilizing e�ect of the interconnection is delayedand examine the di�erence with the ODE situation.In the �rst part of the paper we study the e�ect of external (a�ne)perturbations w on the stability of nonlinear time delay systems_z = f(z; z(t� �)) + 	(z; z(t � �))w; z 2 Rn ; w 2 R; (1)whereby we assume that _z = f(z; z(t� �)) is globally asymptotically stable.We consider perturbations w = �(t) which belong to both L1 and L1 andinvestigate the region in the space of initial conditions which give rise tobounded solutions under various assumptions on the system and the per-turbation.First, we consider global results: in the ODE-case, an obstruction isformed by the fact that arbitrary small input perturbations can cause thestate to escape to in�nity in a �nite time, for instance when the interconnec-tion term 	(z) is nonlinear in z. This is studied extensively in the literaturein the context of stability of cascades, i.e. when the perturbation in (1)is generated by another ODE, see e.g. [15] [13] and the references therein.Even though delayed perturbations do not cause a �nite escape time, weexplain a similar mechanism giving rise to unbounded solutions, caused bynonlinear delayed interconnection terms.3



In a second part, we allow situations whereby unbounded solutions areinevitable and we investigate under which conditions trajectories can bebounded semi-globally in the space of initial conditions, in case the per-turbation is parametrized, i.e. � = �(t; a). Hereby we let the parameter aregulate the L1 or L1 norm of the perturbation. We also consider the e�ectof concentrating the perturbation in an arbitrary small time-interval.As an application, we consider the special case whereby the perturba-tion is generated by a globally asymptotically stable ODE. This allows usto strengthen the previous results by the application of a generalization ofLaSalle's theorem [7] to the DDE-case: the convergence to zero of a solu-tion is implied by its boundedness. We also show that the origin of thecascade is stable. We will concentrate on the following synthesis problem:the stabilization of a partial linear cascade,8<: _z = f(z; z(t� �)) + 	(z; z(t � �))y_� = A� +Buy = C� ;with the SISO-system (A;B;C) controllable, using only partial state feed-back laws of the form u = F�, which allows to inuence the shape and sizeof the input 'perturbation' y to the nonlinear delay equation.In the ODE-case this stabilization problem is extensively studied in theliterature, for instance in [16][1][15][8]. Without any structural assump-tion on the interconnection term, achieving global stabilization is generallynot possible because the output of the linear subsystem, which acts as adestabilizing disturbance to the nonlinear subsystem, can cause trajectoriesto escape to in�nity in a �nite time. Therefore one concentrates on semi-global stabilization, i.e. the problem of �nding feedback laws making theorigin asymptotically stable with a domain of attraction containing any pre-set compact region in the state space. An instructive way to do so is to drivethe 'perturbation' y fast to zero. However, a high-gain control, placing allobservable eigenvalues far into the LHP, will not necessarily result in largestability regions, because of the fast peaking obstacle [15] [13]. Peaking isa structural property of the �-subsystem whereby achieving faster conver-gence implies larger overshoots which can in turn destabilize the cascade.Semi-global stability results are obtained when imposing structural assump-tions on the �-subsystem (a nonpeaking system) or by imposing conditionson the z-subsystem and the interconnection term 	: for example in [15] oneimposes a linear growth restriction on the interconnection term and requiresglobal exponential stability of the z-subsystem.4



In this paper the classical cascade results are obtained and analysed inthe more general framework of bounded input perturbations and generalizedto the time-delay case.Preliminaries The state of the delay equation (1) at time t can be de-scribed as a vector z(t) 2 Rn or as a function segment zt de�ned byzt(�) = z(t+ �); � 2 [��; 0]:Therefore delay equations form a special class of functional di�erential equa-tions [3][5][6].We assume that the right-hand side of (1) is continuous in all of itsarguments and Lipschitz in z and z(t � �). Then a solution is uniquelyde�ned by specifying as initial condition a function segment z0 whereby z0 2C([��; 0]; Rn), the Banach space of continuous bounded functions mappingthe delay-interval [��; 0] into Rn and equipped with the supremum-normk:ks.Su�cient conditions for stability of a functional di�erential equation areprovided by the theory of Lyapunov functionals [3] [6], a generalization ofthe classical Lyapunov theory for ODEs: for functional di�erential equationsof the form _z = F (zt); (2)a mapping V : C ! R is called a Lyapunov functional on a set G if V iscontinuous on G and _V � 0 on G. Here _V is the upper-right-hand derivativeof V along the solutions of (2), i.e. _V (t) = limh!0+ sup 1h [V (zt+h)� V (zt))].The following theorem, taken from [3], provides su�cient conditions forstability:Theorem 1.1 Suppose z = 0 is a solution of (2) and V : C ! R is continu-ous and there exist nonnegative functions a(r) and b(r) such that a(r)!1as r !1 and a(kz(t)k) � V (zt); _V (zt) � �b(kz(t)k):Then the zero solution is stable and every solution is bounded. If in addition,b(r) is positive de�nite, then every solution approaches zero as t!1.Instead of working with functionals, it is also possible to use classical Lya-punov functions when relaxing the condition _V � 0. This approach, leadingto the so-called Razumikhin-type theorems [6], is not considered in this pa-per. 5



In most of the theorems of the paper, the condition of global asymptoticstability for the unperturbed system (equation (1) with � = 0) is not su�-cient. When the dimension of the system is higher than one, we sometimesneed precise information about the interaction of di�erent components ofthe state z(t). This information is captured in the Lyapunov functional, as-sociated with the unperturbed system. Therefore, when necessary, we willrestrict ourself to a speci�c class of functionals, with the following assump-tion:Assumption 1.2 The unperturbed system _z = f(z; z(t��)) is delay-independentglobally asymptotically stable (i.e. GAS for all values of the delay) with aLyapunov-functional of the formV (zt) = k(z) + Z tt�� l(z(�))d� (3)whereby k(z) > 0; l(z) � 0, k(z) radially unbounded and such that theconditions of theorem 1.1 (with b(r) positive de�nite) are satis�ed.This particular choice is motivated by the fact that such functionals are usedfor a class of linear systems [3][6] and, since we assume delay-independentstability, the time-derivative of the functional should not depend explicitlyon � . Choosing a delay-independent stable unperturbed system also allowsus to investigate whether the results obtained in the presence of perturba-tions are still global in the delay. Note that in the ODE-case (3) reduces toV = k(z) and hardly forms any restriction because under mild conditionsits existence is guaranteed by converse theorems.The perturbation �(t) 2 Lp([0; 1)) when 9M such that k�kp = �R10 j�(s)jpds� 1p =M <1, �(t) 2 L1 when k�k1 = supt�0 j�(t)j <1.We assume � in (1) to be continuous and to belong to both L1 and L1.When the perturbation is generated by an autonomous ODE, _� = a(�); � =b(�) with a and b continuous and locally Lipschitz, with b(0) = 0, whichis globally asymptotically and locally exponentially stable (GAS and LES),these assumptions are satis�ed.In the paper we show that when the unperturbed system is delay-independentstable with a functional of the form (3) and the initial condition is bounded(i.e. kz0ks � R < 1), arbitrary small perturbations can cause unboundedtrajectories provided the delay is large enough. Therefore it is instructive totreat the delay as the (n+1)-th state variable when considering semi-globalresults: with a parametrized perturbation �(t; a), we say for instance thatthe trajectories of (1) can be bounded semi-globally in z and semi-globally6



in the delay if for each compact region 
 � Rn , and 8�� 2 R+ , there existsa positive number �a such that all initial conditions z0 2 C([��; 0]; Rn),with z0(�) 2 
; � 2 [��; 0], 8� � �� , give rise to bounded trajectories whena � �a.A C0 function  : R ! R belongs to class �, if it is strictly increasingand (0) = 0. The symbol k:k is used for the Euclidean norm in Rn and bykx; yk we mean �kxk2 + kyk2� 12 .2 The mechanism of destabilizing perturbationsIn contrast to linear systems, small perturbations (in the L1 or L1 sense) aresu�cient to destabilize nonlinear di�erential equations. In the ODE-case,the nonlinear mechanism for instability is well known: small perturbationssu�ce to make solutions escape to in�nity in a �nite time, for instance whenthe interconnection term 	 is nonlinear in z. This is illustrated with thefollowing example: _z = �z + z2�_� = �a�; (4)which can be solved analytically for z to givez(t) = e�t1z(0) � R t0 e�s�(s)ds = e�t1z(0) � �(0) R t0 e�(1+a)sds: (5)If z(0)�(0) > 1+ a, z escapes to in�nity in a �nite time te which is given byte = 11 + a log� z(0)�(0)z(0)�(0) � (1 + a)� : (6)This last expression shows that the escape time becomes smaller as theinitial conditions are chosen larger, and, as a consequence, however fast �(t)would be driven to zero in the �rst equation of (4), z(0) could always bechosen large enough for the solution to escape to in�nity in �nite time.In the simple example (4), the perturbation is the output of a stablelinear system. Its initial condition �(0) dictates the L1-norm of the per-turbation, while the parameter a controls its L1-norm. Making these normsarbitrary small does not result in global stability. This is due to the nonlin-ear growth of the interconnection term.One may wonder whether the instability mechanism encountered in theODE situation (4) will persist in the DDE situation� _z = �bz + z(t� �)2�_� = �a� : (7)7



In contrast to (4), system (7) exhibits no �nite escape time. This can beproven by application of the method of steps, i.e. from the boundedness ofz(�), � 2 [(k � 1)�; k� ], we conclude boundedness in [k�; (k + 1)� ] of _z(�)and thus of z(�). Nevertheless the exponentially decaying input � still causesunbounded solutions in (7): this particular system is easily seen to have anexponential solution ze(t) = a+b�(0)e2a� eat. The instability mechanism can beexplained by the superlinear divergence of the solutions of _z = z�(t� �) for� > 1:Theorem 2.1 _z = z(t� �)�; � > 1has solutions which diverge faster than any exponential function.Proof 2.1 Take as initial condition a strictly positive solution segment z0over [��; 0] with z(0) > 1. For t � 0, the trajectory is monotonicallyincreasing. This means that in the interval [k�; (k + 1)� ] for k � 1,z((k � 1)�)� � _z � z(k�)�:The solution at point k�; k � 1 is bounded below by the sequence satisfyingzk+1 = zk + �z�k�1; z0 = z(0); z1 = z(�):which has limit +1. The ratio Rk = zkzk�1 satis�esRk+1Rk = Rk + �z��1k�1 :and consequently (Rk+1�1)Rk tends to in�nity. However for an exponentialfunction eat, R = ea� and (R� 1)R is constant.As a consequence, for the system (7), arbitrarily fast exponential decay of� cannot counter the blow-up caused by the nonlinearity in z(t � �), andhence the system is not globally asymptotically stable.The instability mechanism illustrated by (4) and (7) can be avoided byimposing suitable growth restrictions on the interconnection term 	. Whenthe unperturbed system is scalar, it is su�cient to restrict the interconnec-tion term to have linear growth in both of its arguments, i.e.9c1; c2 > 0 such that k	(z; z(t� �))k � c1 + c2kz; z(t � �)k: (8)This linearity condition is by itself not su�cient however, if the unperturbedsystem has dimension greater than one. In that case, the interaction of the8



di�erent components of the state z(t) can still cause \nonlinear" e�ectsleading to unbounded solutions. An illustration of this phenomenon is givenby the following system 8<: _z1 = �z1 + z2�(t)_z2 = �z2 + z21z2_� = ��: (9)which was shown in [13] to have unbounded solutions, despite the linearityof the interconnection. The instability is caused by the mutual interactionbetween z1 and z2 when � 6= 0.The following theorem, inspired by theorem 4.7 in [13], provides su�cientconditions for bounded solutions. To prevent the instability mechanism dueto interacting states, conditions are put on the Lyapunov functional of theunperturbed system.Theorem 2.2 Assume that the system _z = f(z; z(t� �)) + 	(z; z(t � �))�satis�es Assumption 1.2 and that the interconnection term 	(z; z(t � �))grows linearly in its arguments, i.e. satis�es (8). Furthermore if the per-turbation �(t) 2 L1([0;1)) and k(z) satis�es:(i) �1kzk � k(z) � �2kzk ; 0 < �1 < �2 <1; 1 �  <1,(ii) jjdkdz jj jjzjj � ck(z),then all trajectories of the perturbed system are bounded, for all values ofthe time delay.Condition (ii) is sometimes called a polynomial growth condition because itis satis�ed if k(z) is polynomial in z.Proof 2.2 Along a trajectory z(t) we have:_V � kdkdz kk	(z; z(t � �))kj�j� ck(z)kzk �c1 + c2pkzk2 + kz(t� �)k2� j�j� c�1=2 k(z)1�1= �c1 + c2rk(z)2=�2=1 + k(z(t��))2=�2=1 � j�j� c�1=2 �c1k(z)1�1= + c2��1=1 pk(z)2 + k(z)2�2=k(z(t� �))2=� j�j� c�1=2 �c1V 1�1= + c2��1=1 pV 2 + V 2�2=k(z(t� �))2=� j�j: (10)9



For t 2 [0; � ], z(t) cannot escape to in�nity because k(z(t��)) is bounded(calculated from the initial condition) and the above estimate can be integ-rated over the interval since the right hand side is linear in V and � 2 L1.For t � � we can use the estimate k(z(t � �)) � V (z(t� �)):_V � c�1=2 �c1V 1�1= + c2��1=1 qV 2 + V 2�2=V (t� �)2=� j�j:Because this estimate for _V is increasing in both of its argument, an upperbound for V (t) along the trajectory is described by_W = c�1=2 �c1W 1�1= + c2��1=1 qW 2 +W 2�2=W (t� �)2=� j�jwith as initial condition W (z� ) = V (z� ). Via the method of steps, it is clearthat W cannot escape to in�nity in a �nite time. From t = � on, W ismonotonically increasing. As a consequence, for t � 2� , W (t) � W (t � �)and _W � c�1=2 �c1W 1�1= + c2��1=1 p2W� j�(t)j;and this estimate can be integrated leading to boundedness of limt!1 supV (t)because �(t) 2 L1. Hence the trajectory z(t) is bounded.Remark: When the interconnection term 	 is undelayed, i.e. 	(z), condi-tion (i) in theorem 2.2 can be dropped [13].3 Semi-global results for parametrized perturba-tionsAlthough no global results can be guaranteed in the absence of growth con-ditions, the examples in the previous section suggest that one should beable to bound the solutions semi-globally in the space of initial conditionsby decreasing the size of the perturbation. Therefore we assume that theperturbation is parametrized, � = �(t; a):We will consider two cases: a) parameter a controls the L1- or the L1-normof � and b) a regulates the shape of a perturbation with �xed L1-norm.10



3.1 Modifying the L1 and the L1 norm of the perturbationWe �rst assume that the L1-norm of � is parametrized. We have the follow-ing result:Theorem 3.1 Consider the system_z = f(z; z(t� �)) + 	(z; z(t� �))�(t; a);and suppose that the unperturbed system is GAS with the Lyapunov func-tional V (zt) satisfying Assumption 1.2. If furthermore k�(t; a)k1 ! 0 asa!1, then the trajectories can be bounded semi-globally both in z and thedelay � , by increasing a.Proof 3.1 Let � � 0 be �xed and denote by 
 the desired stability domain inRn , i.e. such that all trajectories starting in z0 with z0(�) 2 
 for � 2 [��; 0]are bounded. Let Vc, supz02
 V (z0). We have_V (t) � k0(z)f(z; z(t � �)) + l(z(t))� l(z(t� �)) + k0(z)	(z; z(t � �))�(t; a)� jk0(z)	(z; z(t � �))j:j�(t; a)j:As long as V (t) � 2Vc, z(t) and z(t � �) belong to a compact set. Hence9M > 0 such that jk0(z)	(z; z(t � �)j �M andV (t)� V (0) �M Z 10 j�(s; a)jds =Mk�(t; a)k1:When a ! 1, the increase of V tends to zero. As a consequence the as-sumption V (t) � 2Vc is valid for 8t � 0. Hence the trajectories with initialcondition in 
 are bounded.Note that for a �xed region 
 2 Rn , Vc increases with � and this in-uences both the value M in the estimation of jk0(z)	(z; z(t � �)j and thecritical value �a of a in order to bound the trajectories. However when �belongs to a compact interval [0; �� ], we can take a � sup�2[0; �� ] �a(�) andhence bound the trajectories semi-globally in both the state and the delay.The result given above is natural because for a given initial condition, acertain amount of energy is needed for destabilization, expressed mathemat-ically by k�k1. However global stability in the state is not possible becausethe required energy can become arbitrary small provided the initial condi-tion is large enough, see for instance example (4). Later we will discuss whythe trajectories cannot be bounded globally in the delay.Now we consider the case whereby the L1-norm of the perturbation isparametrized. 11



Theorem 3.2 Consider the system_z = f(z; z(t� �)) + 	(z; z(t� �))�(t; a)Suppose that the unperturbed system is GAS with the Lyapunov functionalV (zt) satisfying Assumption 1.2. If k�(t; a)k1 ! 0 as a ! 1, the traject-ories of the perturbed system can be bounded semi-globally in both z and thedelay � .Proof 3.2 As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it is su�cient to prove semi-global stability in the state for a �xed � � 0. Let 
 and Vc be de�ned as inTheorem 3.1. De�ne 
2 = fz 2 Rn : k(z) � 4Wcg and 
� = fz : kzk � �g �
, with � > 0 small.The time derivative of V satis�es_V (t) = k0(z)f(z; z(t � �)) + l(z(t))� l(z(t� �)) + k0(z)	(z; z(t � �))�(t; a)� �b(kzk) + jk0(z)	(z; z(t � �))j�(t; a): (11)Let M = supz;y2
2 jk0(z)	(z; y)j.When z(t) 2 
2 n
� we have, since b is positive de�nite, _V � �b(kzk)+Mk�k1 � �N for some number N > 0 provided k�k1 is small enough.Only when z(t) 2 
�, the value of V can increase with the estimate _V �Mk�k1.Now we prove by contradiction that all trajectories with initial conditionin 
 are bounded for small k�k1: suppose that a solution starting in 
(with V � Vc) is unbounded. Then it has to cross the level set 2Vc. Assumethat this happens for the �rst time at t�. Note that for small k�k1, t� islarge. During the interval [t�� �; t�], V can both increase and decrease, butV (t�) > V (t� � �). While V increases, z(t) 2 
� and the increase �V islimited: �V �Mk�k1� . When z(t) would be outside 
� for a time-interval�t � [t� � �; t�], whereby _V � �N , we have:N�t �M�k�k1: (12)Hence by reducing k�(t; a)k1 we can make the time-interval �t arbitrarysmall. On the other hand (for large a),kdzdt k � kf(z; z(t� �)) + 	(z; z(t� �))�(t; a)k � L <1when zt is inside 
2, because f and 	 map bounded sets into bounded sets.Hence with jt2 � t1j � �t we have kz(t1) � z(t2)k � L�t. Because of (12)12



we can increase a (reduce k�(t; a)k1) such that L�t � � and consequentlywe have: kz(t)k � 2�; t 2 [t� � �; t�]:If � was chosen such that 
2� lies inside 
, we have a contradiction becausethis implies W (t�) � Wc. Hence a trajectory can never cross the level set2Wc and is bounded.The results of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are not global in the delay, althoughthe unperturbed system is delay-independent stable. Global results in thedelay are generally not possible: we give an example whereby it is impossibleto bound the trajectories semi-globally in the state and globally in the delay,even if we make the size of the perturbation arbitrary small w.r.t. the L1and L1-norm.Example 3.1 Consider the following system:( _z1 = �2z1 + z1(t� �)_z2 = � (z1�2)2�1z22+1 z2 + z32�(t; a) : (13)The unperturbed system, i.e. (13) with � = 0, is delay-independent stable.This is proven with the Lyapunov functionalV = z21 + Z tt�� z21d� + 12z22 :Its time derivative_V = [z1 z1(t� �)] � �3 11 �1 � � z1z1(t� �) ��z22 (z1�2)2�1z22+1� �2z21 � z22 (z1�2)2�1z22+1 :is negative de�nite: when z1 62 [1; 3], both terms are negative and in theother case the second term is dominated, because it saturates in z2. Fromthis it follows that the conditions of Assumption 1.2 are satis�ed.With the perturbation�(t; a) = (t� t0)2e�a(t�t0) t � t0 = a3= 0 t � t0 ; (14)whereby increasing a leads to a reduction of both k�k1 and k�k1, we can notbound the trajectories semi-globally in the state and globally in � : for each13



value of a we can �nd a bounded initial condition (upper bound independentof a), leading to a diverging solution, provided � is large enough: the �rstequation of (13) has a solution z1(t) = 2:5e��t whereby �� is the realsolution of equation � = �2 + e��� :Clearly � ! 0 as � ! 1. Since z1(��) = 2:5e�� ! 5 as � ! 1, uniformboundedness in � of this solution over the interval [��; 0] (initial condition)is guaranteed. Choose z2(0) = 1.The above solution for z1 satis�es:z1(t) 2 [1:5; 2:5]when t 2 [0; 1� log 53 ] and thus_z2 � z22(1 + z22) + z32�(t; a): (15)A rather lengthy calculation shows that with z2(0) = 1 and the perturbation(14), the solution of (15) always escapes to in�nity in a �nite time tf (a).Hence this also holds for the solution of the original system when the delayis large enough such that 1�(�) log 53 > tf (a): �This result is not in contradiction with the intuition that a perturbationwith small L1-norm can only cause escape in a �nite time when the initialcondition is far away from the origin, as illustrated with example (4): inthe system (13) with � = 0, z2 is driven away from the origin as long asz1 2 [1; 3]. By increasing the delay in the �rst equation, we can keepz1 in this interval as long as desired. Thus the diverging transient of theunperturbed system is used to drive the state away from the origin, farenough to make the perturbation cause escape.3.2 Modifying the shape of the perturbationWe assume that the shape of a perturbation with a �xed L1-norm can becontrolled and consider the inuence of an energy concentration near theorigin. In the ODE case this does not allow to improve stability proper-ties. This is illustrated with the �rst equation of example (4): instability14



occurs when z(0) � 1R t0 e�s�(s)ds and by concentrating the perburbation thestability domain may even shrink, because the bene�cial inuence of damp-ing is reduced. In the DDE-case however, when the interconnection term islinear in the undelayed argument, it behaves as linear during one delay in-terval preventing escape. Moreover, starting from a compact region of initialconditions, the reachable set after one delay interval can be bounded inde-pendently of the shape of the perturbation (because of the �xed L1-norm).After one delay interval we are in the situation treated in Theorem 3.1. Thisis expressed in the following theorem. As in Theorem 2.2 the polynomialgrowth condition prevents hidden nonlinearities due to interacting states.Theorem 3.3 Consider_z(t) = f(z(t); z(t� �)) + 	(z(t); z(t � �))�(t; a) (16)and suppose that the unperturbed system is GAS with the Lyapunov func-tional V (zt) = k(z) + R tt�� l(z(�))d� satisfying Assumption 1.2. Let k(z)satisfy the polynomial growth condition kdkdz kkzk � ck(z). Assume that 	 haslinear growth in z(t), k�(t; a)k1 <1 is independent of a and lima!1 R1t j�(s; a)jds =0;8t > 0. Then the trajectories of (16) can be bounded semi-globally in zand for all � 2 [�1; �2] with 0 < �1 � �2 <1.Proof 3.3 Consider a �xed � 2 [�1; �2] and let 
 be the desired stabilitydomain in Rn and let R be such that z0(�) 2 
; 8� 2 [��; 0]) jjz0jjs � R.The interconnection term has linear growth in z, i.e. there exist twoclass-� functions 1 and 2 such thatk	(z; z(t � �))k � 1(kz(t� �)k) + 2(kz(t � �)k)kzk:The time-derivative of the Lyapunov function V satis�es_V � kdkdz k:k	(z; z(t � �))k:j�(t; a)j� kdkdz k: (1(kz(t � �)k) + 2(kz(t� �)k)kzk) :j�(t; a)j� ck(z):� 1(kz(t��)k)kzk + 2(kz(t� �)k)� j�(t; a)j� cV (zt)j�(t; a)j� 1(kz(t��)k)kzk + 2(kz(t� �)k)�During the interval [0; � ], z(t� �) belongs to 
. Therefore, when kzk � R,one can bound �1(kz(t��)k)kzk + 2(kz(t� �)k)� by a factor c2 independent ofa. Thus _V � cc2V j�(t; a)j;15



and when a trajectory leaves the set fz : kzk � Rg at t�, because � 2 L1,V (t) � Vmaxecc2 R tt� j�(s;a)jds� Vmaxecc2k�k1 =Mfor some constant M , independently of a. In the above expression, Vmax =supkztks�R V (zt).As a consequence, also k(z) and kz(t)k can be bounded, uniformly int 2 [0; � ] and a. Hence at time � the state z� , i.e. z(t); t 2 [0; � ] belongs toa compact region 
2 independently of a.Now we can translate the original problem over one delay interval: attime � the initial conditions belong to the bounded region 
2 and with t0 =t� � we have:k�(t0; a)k1 = Z 1� j�(s; a)jds � Z 1�1 j�(s; a)jds! 0 as a!1:Because of Theorem 3.1, we can increase a such that all solutions startingin 
2 are bounded.Until now we assumed a �xed � . But because [�1; �2] is compact, we cantake the largest threshold of a for bounded solutions over this interval.4 Applications: stability of cascades and partialstate feedbackIn this section we use the results given above to study the stability of cascadesystems: _z(t) = f(z(t); z(t� �)) + 	(z; z(t � �))y (17)_� = a(�; u) (18)y = h(�); (19)whereby the subsystem _z = f(z(t); z(t � �)) is GAS with a functional ofthe form (3), _� = a(�; u) is globally asymptotically and locally exponentiallystabilizable, h(�) is continuous and locally Lipschitz, h(0) = 0. We considerpartial state feedback laws u = u(�) and investigate in which situations theequilibrum (z; �) = (0; 0) can be made semiglobally asymptotically stable.4.1 LaSalle's theoremBecause the 'perturbation' y in (17) is generated by a GAS ODE, we canstrengthen the boundedness results in the previous section to asymptotic16



stability results, by applying a generalization to the time-delay case of theclassical LaSalle's theorem [7]:Theorem 4.1 (LaSalle Invariance Principle) Let 
 be a positively in-variant set of an autonomous ODE, and suppose that every solution startingin 
 converges to a set E 2 
. Let M be the largest invariant set containedin E, then every bounded solution starting in 
 converges to M as t!1.This theorem is generalized to functional di�erential equations by Hale[3]: with the following de�nition of an invariant set,De�nition 4.1 Let fT (t); t � 0g be the solution semigroup associated tothe functional di�erential equation , then a set Q � C is called invariant ifT (t)Q = Q for all t � 0,LaSalle's theorem can be generalized to:Theorem 4.2 If V is a Lyapunov functional on G and xt is a boundedsolution that remains in G, then xt converges to the largest invariant set inf� 2 G : _V (�) = 0g as t!1.We will now outline its use in the context of stability of cascades. Supposethat in the cascade (17)-(18), with a particular feedback law u = k(�), the�-subsystem is GAS. Hence there exists a Lyapunov function V (�) such that_V (�) < 0 for � 6= 0 and _V (0) = 0. If we use this Lyapunov function as aLyapunov functional for the whole cascade, we can conclude from Theorem4.2 that every solution that remains bounded converges to the largest in-variant set where � = 0, and by the GAS of _z = f(z(t); z(t � �)), this isthe equilibrium point (z; �) = (0; 0), i.e. solutions are either unbounded orconverge to the origin.By means of a local version of Theorem 3.1 one can show that the originof (17)-(18) is stable.Hence the theorems of the previous section are strengthened to asymp-totic stability theorems. For example under the conditions of Theorem 3.1,one can achieve semi-global asymptotic stability in both the state and thedelay.4.2 Stabilization of partially linear cascadesIn the rest of this paper we assume a SISO linear driving system (the �-subsystem): 8<: _z = f(z; z(t� �)) + 	(z; z(t � �))y_� = A� +Buy = C� ; (20)17



with (A;B) controllable and consider linear partial state feedback controllaws u = F�. From the previous sections it is clear that the input y of thez-subsystem can act as a destabilizing disturbance. However, the controlcan drive the output of the linear system fast to zero. We will investigateunder which conditions this is su�cient to stabilize the whole cascade. Animportant issue in this context is the so-called fast peaking phenomenon[15]. This is a structural property of the �-system whereby imposing fasterconvergence of the output to zero implies larger overshoots which can inturn destabilize the cascade and may form an obstacle to both global andsemi-global stabilizability. We start with a short description of the peak-ing phenomenon, based on [15], and then apply the results of the previoussection to the stabilization of the cascade system.4.2.1 The peaking phenomenonWhen in the system, _� = A� +Buy = C�; (21)the pair (A;B) is controllable, one can always �nd state feedback laws u =F� resulting in an exponential decay rate with exponent �a. Then theoutput of the closed loop system satis�esky(t)k � k�(0)ke�at ; (22)where  depends on the choice of the feedback gain. We are interestedin the lowest achievable value of  among di�erent feedback laws and itsdependence upon a.Denote by F(a) the collection of all stabilizing feedback laws u : � ! F�with the additional property that all observable1 eigenvalues � of (C;AF ),with AF = A+BF , satisfy Re(�) < �a. For a given a and F 2 F(a), de�nethe smallest value of  in (22) as�F (a) = sup�ky(t)keat	 ;where the supremum is taken over all t � 0 and all initial conditions satisfy-ing k�(0)k � 1. Now denote by �(a) = infF2F(a) �F . The output of system(21) is said to have peaking exponent s when there exists constants �1; �2such that �1as < �(a) < �2as (23)1In [15] one places all eigenvalues to the left of the line � = �a.18



for large a. When s = 0 the output is said to be nonpeaking.The peaking exponent s is a structural property related to the zero-dynamics: when the system has relative degree r, it can be transformed (in-cluding a preliminary feedback transformation) into the normal form [4][1]:� _�0 = A0�0 +B0yy(r) = u; (24)which can be interpreted as an integrator chain linearly coupled with thezero-dynamics subsystem _�0 = A0�0. Using state feedback the output of anintegrator chain can be forced to zero rapidly without peaking [13]. Becauseof the linear interconnection term, stability of the zero-dynamics subsystemimplies stability of the whole cascade. On the contrary, when the zerodynamics are unstable, some amount of energy, expressed by R10 ky(t)kdt,is needed for its stabilization and therefore the output must peak. Moreprecisely we have the following theorem, proven in the appendix.Theorem 4.3 The peaking exponent s equals the number of eigenvalues inthe closed RHP of the zero-dynamics subsystem.The de�nition of the peaking exponent (23) is based on an upper bound ofthe exponentially weighted output, while its L1-norm is important in mostof the theorems of section 3. But because the overshoots related to peakingoccur in a fast time-scale (� at), there is a connection. For instance we havethe following theorem, based on a result of Braslavsky and Middleton [10]:Theorem 4.4 When the output y of system (21) is peaking (s � 1), ky(t)k1can not be reduced arbitrarily.Proof 4.1 Denote by z0 an unstable eigenvalue of the zero-dynamics of(21). When a feedback u = F� is stabilizing the relation between y andw = u+ F� in the Laplace-domain is given byY (s) = C(sI � �A)�1BW (s) + C(sI � �A)�1�(0)= H(s)W (s) + C(sI � �A)�1�(0);with �A = A+BF . The �rst term vanishes at z0 because the eigenvalues of thezero dynamics appear as zeros in the corresponding transfer function H(s)and since the feedback F is stabilizing, no unstable pole-zero cancellationoccurs at z0. Hence kyk1 � R10 jy(t)e�z0tjdt� j R10 y(t)e�z0tdtj= jC(z0I � �A)�1�(0)j : (25)19



4.2.2 Nonpeaking cascadesWhen the �-subsystem is minimum-phase and thus nonpeaking, one can �ndstate feedback laws u = Fa� resulting injy(t)j � �2e�atand the L1-norm of the output can be made arbitrary small. So by Theorem3.1, the cascade (20) can be stabilized semi-globally in the state and in thedelay.4.2.3 Peaking cascadesWhen the �-subsystem is nonminimum phase, the peaking phenomenonforms an obstacle to semi-global stabilizability, because the L1-norm of theoutput cannot be reduced (Theorem 4.4).For ODE-cascades, we illustrate the peaking obstruction with the fol-lowing example:Example 4.1 In the cascade,_z = �z + z2y_�1 = �1 + �2_�2 = u; y = ��2 ;the peaking exponent of the �-subsystem is 1 (zero dynamics _�1 = �1). Thecascade cannot be stabilized semi-globally since the explicit solution of the�rst equation is given byz(t) = e�t1z(0) � R t0 e�sy(s)dswhereby R10 e�sy(s)ds = �1(0). Hence the solution reaches in�nity in a�nite time when 0 < 1�1(0) < z(0). �For DDE-cascades, we consider two cases:Case 1: Peaking exponent=1 We can apply theorem 3.3 and obtainsemi-global stabilizability in the state and in the delay, when the intercon-nection term is linear in the undelayed argument: besides (25) the L1-norm20



of y can also be bounded from above since there exists feedback laws u = Fa�such that ky(t)k1 � Z 10 �2ae�at = �2;and because of the fast time-scale property, the energy can be concentratedsince 8t > 0: Z 1t jy(s)jds � Z 1t �2ae�asds! 0 as a!1:Case 2: Peaking exponent > 1 In this case, we expect the L1-norm ofy to grow unbounded with a, as suggested by the following example:Example 4.2 When �k is considered as the output of the integrator chain,_�1 = �2; _�2 = �3; : : : ; _�n = u;the peaking exponent is k � 1 (Theorem 4.3) and kxk(t)k1; k = 2; n cannotbe reduced arbitrarily by achieving a faster exponential decay rate. In Pro-position 4.32 of [13], it is shown that with the feedback-law u = K(a)� =�Pnk=1 an�k+1qk�1�k, where all solutions of Pn�1k=0 qk�k + �n = 0 satisfyRe(�) < �1, there exists a constant c independent of a such thatj�k(t)j � cak�1e�atk�(0)k;hence the particular feedback gain u = K(a) is able to achieve an upperbound which corresponds to de�nition (23), for each choice of the outputy = �k. It is also shown in [13] that with the same feedback and with asinitial condition �1(0) = 1; �k(0) = 0; k = 2; n, there exists a constantd such that sk = supt�0 j�k(t)j � dak�1. De�ne tk; k = 2; n such thatj�k(tk)j = sk. As a consequence,k�k(t)k1 � ����Z tk�10 �k(s)ds���� = j�k�1(tk�1)j � dak�2; k = 3; nwhile the peaking exponent of output y = �k is k � 1. �With the two following examples, we show that when the energy of anexponentially decaying input perturbation (� e�at) grows unbounded witha, an interconnection term which is linear in the undelayed argument, isnot su�cient to bound the solutions semi-globally in the state. Because itis hard to deal in general with outputs generated by a linear system withpeaking exponent s > 1, we use an arti�cial perturbation ase�at, which hasboth the fast time-scale property and the suitable growth-rate of the energy(as�1) w.r.t. a. 21



Example 4.3 The solutions of equation_z = �bz + zz(t� �)�ase�at; � > 0 (26)can not be bounded semi-globally in z by increasing a, for any � > 0, if the'peaking exponent' s is larger than one. �Proof: Equation (26) has an exponential solution ze(t),ze(t) = �( a� + b)ea�as � 1� e a� t:Consider the solution z(t) with initial condition z0 � L > 0 on [��; 0]. Fort 2 [0; � ], z(t) satis�es: _z = �bz + zL�ase�atand consequently coincides on [o; � ] withy(t) = LeL�as�1(1�e�at)�bt (27)For large a, expression (27) describes a decreasing lower bound on [�; 2� ],since y(t) reaches its maximum in t�(a) with t� ! 0 as a ! 1. Thusimposing y(2�) > ze(2�) implies that z(t) > ze(t); t 2 [�; 2� ] and from thisone can argue 2 that z(t) � ze(t); t � � . Thus the trajectory starting withinitial condition L on [��; 0] is unbounded whenLeL�as�1(1�e�2a� )�2b� > xe(2�) = � a� + bas � 1� e 3a� � :When s > 2, for each value of L, the solution is unstable for large a, thus theattraction domain of the stable zero solution shrinks to zero. When s = 2,a solution starting from L > �3�� � 1� is unstable for large a. �Even when the interconnection term contains no terms in z(t), but onlydelayed terms of z, semi-global results are still not possible in general, asshown with the following example.2Intersection at t� would imply _z(t�) > _ze(t�)22



Example 4.4 The solutions of the system_z = �sat(z) + ez(t��)ase�at; (28)with sat(z) = z when jzj � 1 and sat(z) = sign(z) otherwise, can not bebounded semi-globally in z by increasing a, for any � > 0, when the 'peakingexponent' s is greater than one. �Proof: When z � 1, equation (28) reduces to:_z = �1 + ez(t��)ase�at;which has the following explicit solution,zl(t) = at+ b; b = a� � log( asa+ 1):When the initial condition of (28) is L on [��; 0], during one delay-interval,one can �nd an lower bound of the solution by integrating_z = �z + eLase�atwith solution zu(t) = Le�t + e�teL asa� 1(1� e�(a�1)t):When a is chosen such that b � 1, the expression for zl(t) is valid fort � 0. When zu(2�) > zl(2�), one can argue that for large a, zu(t) >zl(t); t 2 [�; 2� ] and zu(t) describes a lower bound for the solution startingin L for t 2 [0; 2� ] (zu(t) reaches is maximum in t�(a) with t� ! 0 asa ! 1). Consequently, the trajectory with initial condition L on [��; 0],is unbounded whenLe�2� + e�2� eL asa� 1(1� e�(a�1)2� ) > 3a� � log( asa+ 1): �4.2.4 Zero dynamics with eigenvalues on the imaginary axisThe situation where the zero dynamics possess eigenvalues on the imaginaryaxis but no eigenvalues in the open RHP deserves special attention. Accord-ing to Theorem 4.3, the system is peaking, that is, the L1 norm of the outputcannot be reduced arbitrarily. However this energy can be 'spread out' overa long time interval: it is indeed well known that a system with all its ei-genalues in the closed LHP can be stabilized with a low-gain feedback, asexpressed by the following theorem, taken from [13]:23



Theorem 4.5 If a system _�0 = A0�0+B0y is stabilizable and the eigenval-ues of A0 are in the closed left half plane, then it can be stabilized with alow-gain control law y = K0(a)�0 which for large a satis�es:jy(t)j � ak�0(0)kThe in�nity-norm of such a low-gain control signal can be arbitrary reduced,which results, by theorem 3.2, in satisfactory stabilizability results whenit also acts as an input disturbance of a nonlinear system. This suggestsnot to force the output of (21) exponentially fast (� e�at) to zero, whichresults in peaking, but to drive it rapidly without peaking to the manifoldy = K0(a)�0, on which the dynamics are controlled by the low-gain controlaction. Mathematically, with e = y�K0(a)�0 and a feedback transformationv = u+M�0, the normal form of the �-subsystem is transformed into_�0 = A0�0 +B0K0(a)� +B0eer = v :Using a high-gain feedback driving e(t) to zero without peaking, as provenin [13], proposition 4.37, one can always force the output to satisfy theconstraint jy(t)j � (e�at + 1a)k�(0)k: (29)with  independent of a. A systematic treatment of such high-low gaincontrol laws can be found in [8].For instance the system,� _�1 = �2_�2 = u; y = �2 ; (30)is weakly minimum-phase (zero-dynamics _�1 = 0). With the high-low gainfeedback u = ��1 � a�2 the explicit solution of (30) for large a can beapproximated by:� �1�2 = y � = c1e�at � 1a�1 �+ c2e� 1a t � 1� 1a � : (31)Perturbations satisfying constraint (29) can be decomposed in signalswith vanishing L1 and L1-norm. This suggests the combination of theorems3.1 and 3.2 to: 24



Theorem 4.6 Consider the interconnected system_z = f(z; z(t� �)) + 	(z; z(t� �))y_� = A� +Buy = C�Suppose that the z-subsystem is GAS with the Lyapunov functional V (zt)satisfying Assumption 1.2 and the zeros of the �-subsystem are in the closedLHP. Then the interconnected system can be made semi-globally asymptot-ically stable in both [z; �] and the delay, using only partial-state feedback.Proof 4.2 As argumented in the beginning of section 4, the origin (z; �) =(0; 0) is stable. Let 
 be the desired region of attraction in the (z; �)-space and choose R such that for all (z0; �) 2 
; k�k < R. Because of theassumption on the �-subsystem, there exist partial-state feedback laws suchthat ky(t)k � k�(0)k(e�at + 1a) � R(e�at + 1a);with  independent of a.Consider the time-interval [0; 1]. Becauselima!1Z 10 R(e�at + 1a)! 0; a!1;one can show, as in the proof of theorem 3.1, that by taking a large, theincrease of V can be limited arbitrary. Hence for t � 1, the trajectories canbe bounded inside a compact region 
2. We can now translate the originalproblem over one time-unit and sincesupt�1 R(e�at + 1a)! 0; a!1;we can, by theorem 3.2, increase a until the stability domain contains 
2.Hence all trajectories starting in 
 are bounded and converge to the origin,because of LaSalle's theorem.5 ConclusionsWe studied the e�ect of bounded input-perturbations on the stability ofnonlinear delay equations of the form (1).25



Global stability results are generally not possible without structural as-sumptions on the interconnection term because arbitrary small perturb-ations can lead to unbounded trajectories, even when they are exponen-tially decaying. In the ODE-case this is caused by the fact that superlineardestabilizing terms can drive the state to in�nity in a �nite time. Superlin-ear delayed terms cannot cause �nite-escape but can still make trajectoriesdiverge faster than any exponential function.In a second part we dropped most of the structural assumptions onthe unperturbed system and the interconnection term and considered semi-global results when the size of the perturbation can be reduced arbitrary.Here we assumed that the unperturbed system is delay-independent stable.When the L1 or the L1 norm of the perturbations is brought to zero,trajectories can be bounded semi-globally in both the state and the delay.By means of examples we explained mechanisms prohibiting global results inthe delay. We also considered the e�ect of concentrating a perturbation witha �xed L1-norm near the origin. This leads to semi-global stabilizability inthe state and compact delay-intervals not containing the origin, when theinterconnection term is linear in its undelayed arguments.As an application, we studied the stabilizability of partial linear cas-cades (20) using partial state feedback. When the interconnection termis nonlinear, output peaking of the linear system can form an obstructionto semi-global stabilizability because the L1-norm of the output cannot bereduced by achieving a faster exponential decay rate. If we assume thatthe interconnection term is linear in the undelayed argument and the peak-ing exponent is one, we have semi-global stabilizability results, because theL1-norm of the output can be bounded from above while concentrating itsenergy. Even with the above assumption on the interconnection term, higherpeaking exponents may form an obstruction. When the zeros of the lineardriving system are in the closed left half plane, we have satisfactory stabil-ity results when using a high-low gain feedback, where the output of thelinear subsystem can be decomposed in two signals with vanishing L1 andL1 norm respectively.The main contribution of this paper lies in placing the classical cascaderesults in the more general framework of bounded input perturbations andits generalization to a class of functional di�erential equations.
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Case 1: all eigenvalues of A0 lie in the closed RHP.For the stabilization of the system (32), we use a state feedbacku = F0�0 + F1Y:The closed loop matrix is:
Acl = 26666666664 A0 B00...0 1 . . .� � � 0 1F0 F1

37777777775 :For stability, the observability of (F0; A0) is required. In the other case(unstable) eigenvalues of A0 will still be present in the closed loop system.Mathematically, when (F0; A0) would not be observable, one can perform asimilarity transformation on �0 leading to:� A0 B0F0 �! 24 A�o A12 B�o0 Ao Bo0 Fo 35 ;whereby A�o contains the unobservable modes of A0. These unstable eigen-values are still present in the closed loop matrix Acl, which contradicts thestability assumption.As a consequence the whole system is observable since the observabilitymatrix of (C;Acl) is given byOcl = � 0 O1;2O2;1 O2;2 � ;whereby O1;2 is the unity matrix in Rr andO2;1 = 26664 1fn 1... . . .fm�1n : : : fn 1 37775 :26664 F0F0A0...F0Am�10 37775 ;with fn the last component of F1. From this it follows that the observabilityof (C;Acl) is implied by the observability of (F0; A0).29



Consequently, in order to achieve an exponential decay of the output(� e�at), we need to place all eigenvalues to the left of the line � = �a.But now we are in the situation considered by Sussmann and Kokotovic in[15]: from theorem 8:1 in [15], it follows that the peaking exponent equalsthe dimension of the zero-dynamics.Case 2: A0 has eigenvalues � with Re(�) < 0With another similarity transformation we split o� the asymptotically stablepart A0s of A0: equation (32) becomes:8<: _�0s = A0s�0s +A0su�0u +B0sy_�0u = A0u�0u +B0uyy(r) = uBecause �0s is linearly coupled with the other states, it is su�cient to con-sider state-feedback laws for the (�0u; Y )-subsystem (which render the eigen-values of A0s unobservable).
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